
Tape Measures

Stanley Tylon™ Pocket Tapes

This Stanley Tylon™ Pocket Tape has metric and imperial graduations

Available Sizes: 3m / 10ft
5m / 16ft
8m / 26ft

Stanley PowerLock® Classic Pocket Tape

Available with metric only or metric and imperial graduations.

Available Sizes: 3m / 10ft
5m / 16ft
10m / 33ft

Stanley FatMax® Pro Pocket Tape

Available with metric only or metric and imperial graduations.

Available Sizes: 3m / 10ft
5m / 16ft
10m / 33ft

The Stanley Tylon™ Pocket Tape has a corrosion resistant, long-life Tylon™ coated 
blade with positive blade lock for accurate measurements. Shows both metric and 
imperial graduations. Fitted with a Tru-zero hook, that compensates accurately for 
internal and external measurements, with triple rivet construction for improved 
strength and durability. The impact resistant ABS plastic case is fitted with an 
ergonomic overmould for all day comfort.

The Stanley FatMax® Pro Pocket Tape has a Mylar® coated steel blade with large 
markings and BladeArmor® coating on the first 150mm for extended blade life. 
This coating makes it 10 times more impervious to damage from wear and tear 
than your average lacquer coated blade. The 32mm wide blade, offers a stand-out 
of 4m.

The exceptionally tough bi-material case has incorporated cushion grip areas that 
provide sturdy, slip-resistant hold. Fitted with a 3-rivet, corrosion resistant, Tru-
zero hook that is 150% larger than traditional end hooks. Its shape enables 
overhead, to the side, as well as the more regular type of measurements.

The Stanley PowerLock® Classic Pocket Tape has a Mylar® coated steel blade that 
is up to 10 times more resistant to abrasion than normal lacquered blades. Tipped 
by a super-strong 3 rivet, automatically adjustable, tru-zero end hook. Supplied in 
a high-impact, chrome plated ABS plastic case with a smooth, quick-grab 
autolocking mechanism and a conventional steel belt clip.


